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Anne-Marie Morgan served as Head of School in the School of Education prior to her appointment as
Associate Dean, Teaching and Learning for the Faculty. She has also contributed to a number of
University committees and initiatives, including University-wide languages and cultures education, and
the VC Scholars program.
Anne-Marie is a member of the English, Literacies and Languages Education (ELLE) teaching team.
Within this group, she specialises in Languages and Literacy Education. She is also an active member of
the Languages, Literacies and Literature (LLL) Research Network, and an interschool Languages
consortium, with colleagues from Linguistics in the School of Behavioural, Cognitive and Social Sciences;
Languages in the School of Arts; English in the School of Humanities; and ESL in the English Languages
Centre. Prior to working in universities, Anne-Marie had over 20 years of experience in school teaching
and educational consultancy, in the Arts, English, ESL and Languages education. Before teaching, she
worked in the theatre and other performing arts, after graduating from NIDA in the early 1980s.
Anne-Marie is actively involved in community and industry work for the profession, including being
President Elect of the peak umbrella association for teachers of languages, the AFMLTA; and for
languages teaching, as a member of LCNAU; and for literacy education through being vice President of
the Northern NSW regional Council of ALEA. She frequently represents the profession with governments,
education jurisdictions and education agencies. She is currently advising on introducing primary
languages teaching specialisations in teaching degrees, through the NSW Council of Deans of Education.
Qualifications
●
●
●
●
●

PhD (Flinders)
(Grad)DipHum (Asian Studies and Drama) (1st class Hons status) (Flinders)
GradCertED (Studies of Asia) (Flinders)
BTeach (Primary and Secondary) (Deakin)
BDramArt (NIDA) (UNSW)

Memberships
● AFMLTA- Australian Federation of Modern Language Teachers Associations - President Elect
● LCNAU- Languages and Cultures Network of Australian Universities
● MLTANSW- Modern Language Teachers Association of NSW
● PETAA - Primary English Teaching Association Australia
● ALEA - Australian Literacy Educators' Association –Vice-President, Northern NSW Council
For further information: https://www.une.edu.au/staff-profiles/faculty-of-hasse/amorga23

